MULTIPLE HOLOMORPHS OF FINITELY GENERATED
ABELIAN GROUPS
BY

W. H. MILLS
The object of this paper is to determine all cases in which two or more
finitely generated abelian groups have the same holomorph ('). Let G and G'
be finitely generated abelian groups and let H be the holomorph of G. Then
it will be shown that H is the holomorph of G' if and only if G' is an invariant
maximal-abelian
subgroup of H isomorphic to G. All such subgroups of H are
determined. There are at most four. If G does not contain any elements of
order 2, or if G has at least three independent
generators of infinite order,
then G itself is the only such subgroup(2).
1. Definitions. Let G be a group. If a and r are two automorphisms
of G,
then CTT
is defined to be the automorphism
such that (or)g =o,(rg) for all gGG.
Under this composition
the automorphisms
of G form a group A. Consider
the set H of all pairs (g, a), g(E.G, aG-<4. We define a composition in H by

(a, o-)(b, t) = (aab, <jt).
Under this composition the set H forms a group. If e is the identity of G and
/ is the identity of A, then (e, I) is the identity of II. Furthermore
the inverse

of (a, a) is (o-_1a_1,a-1). The group H is called the holomorph(3)
mapping
element
of H. If
abelian

g—>(g, I) gives an imbedding of G in the
g in G with the element (g, I) in H. Then
G is abelian, then it is a maximal-abelian
subgroup not properly contained in any

of G. The

group H. We identify the
G is an invariant subgroup
subgroup of H, that is, an
abelian subgroup of H.
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(') This problem was proposed by J. G. Wendel for the case of finite abelian groups.
Wendel considered the group algebra of a finite abelian group G over the field of complex numbers. He then considered the group J of all norm preserving automorphisms
of this group
algebra, where the norm is the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients. Wendel then
observed that the group J was the holomorph of G, and asked whether the group G was determined by the abstract group J. The methods of §2 are due, in part, to Wendel who first obtained the fundamental identity (6).
(2) This generalizes the results of G. A. Miller [l]. (Numbers in brackets refer to the
references cited at the end of the paper.) Miller used the classical definition of the holomorph
as the set of all permutations that transform a regular permutation group into itself. He determined all cases in which two or more isomorphic finite abelian groups have the same holomorph.
A slight discrepancy between Miller's paper and this paper is due to the fact that different
definitions of the holomorph are used.
(3) Various other definitions of the holomorph have been given. For example the holomorph of a group G is the group of transformations of G generated by the automorphisms of G

and the left (or right) multiplications,

g—>ag(S->£<*)•
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More generally, if r¡ is any isomorphism
is the image of G under this isomorphism,
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of 77 onto a group 77', and if G'
then 77' is said to be the holo-

morph of G'.
2. Several identities. We shall now establish several identities for later
use. Let 77 be the holomorph of an abelian group G, and let 5 be an invariant
Abelian subgroup of 77. Let (a, a) be a fixed element of S, 6 an arbitrary element of G, and r an arbitrary element of A. Since S is invariant,
(e, r)(a,

Therefore,

a)(e, t)"1 = (ra, to-t~1) E S.

since 5 is commutative,
(a, a)(ra,

Comparing

first components

(1)

tgt-1)

= (ra, tot-1) (a, <r).

we obtain
aara

— TaraT~la.

Therefore
(2)

if

ra = a,

then

ca = rca.

Let 6 be the automorphism
of G that sends each element into its inverse. Put \=a_10.
Then, since a and 6 both commute with a, it follows
that \<T\~1 = a. Substituting
t=X in (1) gives e = a~1a~laa. Applying a we

obtain
(3)

a2a = a.

Now 5 contains (a, a)(e, X)(a, a)(e, X)_1 = (e, a2), b~l(a, a)6(a, a)_1 = a6/6,
and hence (<ra/a)~1(a, a)2(e, a2)_1 = a2. We have established:

(4)

(e, o-2)E S,

ab/b G S, and

a2 E S.

Furthermore
5 contains (e, r)(a6/6)(e, r)_1=r(a6/6).
(a, a) commutes with r(a6/6). It follows that

(5)

Now, since 5 is abelian,

ar(<r6/6) = r(<r6/6).

If we put t = 7 in (5), then we obtain
(6)
From

a(o-b/b) = ab/b.
(6) it follows, by induction

(7)

on n, that

<t"6= b(ab/b)»

and
(8)

for all positive
(9)

(a, o-)" = (an(o-a/a)"^-1'>l2,

integral

n. Finally,

comparing

(o-a/a)2 = e.

a"),

(3) and

(7) we have
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3. Additional notation. We shall now suppose that G and G' are finitely
generated abelian groups with holomorphs H and H' respectively.
Suppose
that G is isomorphic to an invariant subgroup Ç of H', and that G' is isomorphic to an invariant subgroup Ç' of II. This condition is clearly satisfied if
G and G' have isomorphic holomorphs.
Now since G and Q' are finitely generated abelian groups, they can be
written as direct products

(10)
(11)

G=G(^)X G(pi) X • • • X G(Pm),
Ç = G'f» X G'(p0 X • • • X G'(Pm),

where G( a>) and G'( « ) are groups with no elements of finite order except for
the identity; pi, ■ ■ ■ , pM are distinct primes; and G(p¡) and G'(pi) consist of
all elements, of G and Ç' respectively, whose orders are integral powers of pi.
By allowing the groups G(p¡) and G'(pi) to contain only the identity, we can
assume that the same primes occur in the decompositions
(10) and (11), and
that 2 is one of these primes. The groups G(p¡) and G'(p¡) are finite abelian
invariant
subgroups
of II. We now put
M

M

F(=o)= UG(Pi),
(12)

f r>) = UG'(Pi),

F(2)=G(») Il G(p¡).

Since the groups G'(pi) and Ç' are invariant
abelian subgroups of H, it
follows that the identities of §2 hold if (a, a) is an element of one of these
groups.
4. Elements of maximal prime power order. Let p be one of the primes
p\, • • • , pu- Let pm and p'"' be the maximal orders of the elements of G(p)
and G'(p) respectively. We need the following:

Lemma 1. // (a, a)GÇ',

b<=G(p), and m~=\, then (<rb/b)pm~l= e.

Proof. Since bEG(p), it follows that ab/bEG(p),

and therefore (ab/b)»m

= e. Suppose (ab/b)pm~ y^e. Then b"ml^e.
Hence b and ab/b are both elements of G(p) of maximal order. Therefore there exists an automorphism

tG^4 such that T(ab/b) =b. By (5) we have ab = b or ab/b = e, which implies
that

(ab/bym~l = e.

Lemma 2. m = m'.
Proof. Let (a, a) be an element of G'(p). Then
(a, a)*"" = e = (e, I).
Comparing second components, we see that ap*" =1. If 6GG, then from (7)
we have (ab/b)""1 =e. Hence <rb/bÇzG(p) and therefore (<rb/b)pm = e. Since b is
an arbitrary
element of G, (7) yields crpm= 1. Now by (8)
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e =

Hence

aEG(p).

(a,

<r)pm'+1 =

(aî""'+1(oa/ff)pra'+1(3'm'+1"1)/2.

Therefore

apm —e. By Lemma
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<^p""+1) =

1 we have

apm'+1.

(aa/a)pm~

=e if

m 2:1. It follows that
(13)

(a, c)pm = (o-a/ay^-vi2

= e,

for any value of m. Now (13) holds for all (a, a)EG'(p).
Hence m'^m. By
symmetry m^m'. Therefore m' = m.
Let N(p) and N'(p) denote the number of elements of G(p) and G'(p) respectively of maximal order pm.

Lemma 3. N'(p)^N(p).
Proof. If m = 0, then G(p) and G'(£) both consist of the identity alone,
and N'(p)=N(p)
—l. We suppose that m>0. Let (a, a) be a fixed element
of G'(p) of order pm. In the proof of Lemma 2 we established
that apfn = 1 and
apm = e. If the order of a is />"*,then by (7) there exists a 6GG such that a6/6
has order pm. By (4), ab/bEG'(p).
Hence G'(p) contains an element (a, a)
of order pm, where apm~ =7. We distinguish
two cases:
Case I. The order of a is pm. Here we can choose n, r2, • • ■, TmP) so that
r,a runs through the N(p) elements of G(p) of order pm. Then
(14)

(e, n)(a,

a)(e, t,-)-1 = (na, r.ar,-1)

are A(£) distinct elements of G'(J>) of order pm. Thus in this case N'(p) è A(J>).
Case II. apm_1= e. In this case we have, by (8),
e 9* (a, c)*"-1

=

(<ra/a)',m-,('""-1-1>'2.

Clearly (<ra/a)pm~ =e, and by (9) we have (aa[a)2 = e. It follows that p = 2
and m = 2. Furthermore
the order of aa/a is exactly 2. Therefore the order
of a and the order of a are both 2. If a is a square, say a=g2, then the order
of °~g/g is 4, which contradicts
Lemma 1. Therefore a is not a square. Put
b=aa/a.
If 6 is not a square, then there exists an automorphism
r such that
r(aa/a)=Tb
= a, and then (5) yields <xa= a, which is a contradiction.
Therefore 6 is a square. Put 6 = c2. Then the order of c is 4 and aa = ab = ac2. Let 73i
and 732be the cyclic groups generated by c and a respectively. We can write

G(2) as a direct product, G(2) =BiXB2X

• • • XBt, where the 73,-are cyclic

groups of order 2 and 4. We shall show that ¿ = 2. Suppose ¿^3, and let d
be a generator of 7J3.
(i) Suppose d has order 4. Choose tEA such that ra = a, rc = d. Then by
(2) we have aa = ro~a, or ac2 = ad2, or c2 = d2, which is a contradiction.
Therefore 73i is the only one of the groups 75,-of order 4.
Now let g and r be arbitrary
elements of G and A respectively.
Then,
since a2 = 7, it follows that (ag/g)2 = e. By (5) we have <TT(<rg/g)=r(o-g/g) and
therefore r(ag/g) j^a. Since this is true for arbitrary t, it follows that <rg/g is
either e or c2. Therefore
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(15)

r(cg/g)

for all gEG, tEA.

Hence (1) yields

(16)

cra/ra
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= ffg/g

= T(oT~la/T~la)

= ar~la/

T~xa.

(ii) Suppose d has order 2. Choose r such that ra = d, r~la = ad. Then
from (16) we have ad/d = a(ad)/(ad) =c2ad/d,
or c2 = e, a contradiction.

Therefore ¿ = 2 and G(2) =BiXB2. Hence A(2) =4.
Now a(ac)/(ac) =c2ac/c, and ac/c is either e or c2. By replacing, if necessary, c by ac we can assume that crc = c. Now choose ¡-EA such that £c = ac,

¿a = a, and £/=/
p^a,

if fEF(2).

Put p=£a£-1.

Then pa = ac2 and pc = cs. Clearly

and therefore
(a, a),

(17)

(a, a)3 = (ac2, a),

(e, £)(a, *)(«, Ö-1 = (a, p),
(a, p)3 = (ac2, p)

are four distinct elements of G'(2) of order 4. It follows that A'(2) ^4=
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
By symmetry we have N(p) ^N'(p).
Thus we have:

A(2).

Lemma 4. N'(p)=N(p).
We shall now re-examine

the two cases of Lemma 3 in the light of Lemma

4.
5. The case p odd. If p9i2, then Case II is impossible and we have only
Case I left. Then we have (a, a)EG'(p)
where a is of order pm. Since G'(p)
is an invariant abelian subgroup of 77, we can apply (4), and hence a2EG'(p).
Since a is an element of odd order, it follows that aEG'(p).
Therefore
(e, r)a(e, r)~1=raEG'(p)
for all r G^4. Now the elements -ra generate G(p).
Hence G(p)ÇG'(p).
By symmetry G'(p)QG(p).
Thus we have proved:

Lemma 5. If pr¿2 then G'(p) =G(p).
6. The case p = 2. We write G(oo) and G(2) as the direct product
non trivial cyclic groups:

G(«) =Gi XG2 X • • • XGk,

of fixed

G(2) - & X C, X • • • XC,

where k^O, ¿2:0, and the order of C< is greater than or equal to that of C,+i.
Let gi be a generator of the group G<. Let a and ß be generators of Ci and C2
respectively,
and let u, v, and w be the orders of Ci, C2, and Cz respectively.

If ¿<3 it is understood that w=l;

if ¿<2, that v = l, ß = e; and if ¿ = 0, that

m = 1, a = e. Then u, v, and w are powers of 2 and u^v^w.

F, = II Cit
•w+i

We put

i = 1, 2,
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where,

if t^j,

Fy is understood

to consist
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of the identity

alone.

Suppose p = 2. Then 2m= u. If w = l then G'(2)=G(2)

trivially. We sup-

pose that ti> 1. We have either Case I or Case II.
Case I. G'(2) contains an element (a, a) of order u, where a has order u
and a"/2 = F Here the N(2) elements (14) constitute
the entire set of elements of G'(2) of order u. Now every element of G(2) of order u occurs once
and only once as the first component of one of the elements (14). Therefore
G'(2) contains an element of order u with a as its first component, say (a, ip).
Furthermore
if («i, ai) and (au <r2)are elements of G'(2) of order u with the
same first component,
then a\ = a2 and the order of a.\ is u. In particular
if r
is an automorphism
of G such that ra = a, then (e, t) (a, t]/) (e, r)_1 = (a, •n/'T-1)
and (a, ip) are such elements, and hence n¡/r~l=\¡/. Thus we have

(18)

if

ra = a,

then

-np = i¡/t.

Suppose (e, r)GG'(2).
Then it follows that the order of (e, t) is less than
u, and hence the order of (a, \j/)(e, r) = (a, \}/t) is u. Therefore \}/T=\p or t = I.

Combined with Lemma 5 this yields:
Lemma 6. // Case I holds for p = 2, then F'(<») contains no elements of the

form (e, t), t^I.
In particular

(4) gives us (e, ^2)GG'(2)

and hence \p2= I. Then (7) yields

Wg/g)~= e for all gEG.
Suppose

first that

k, the number

of independent

generators

of infinite

order, is positive. Put h=\f/gi/gi. Then ^gi = giÂ, h2 = e, and hence /¿GG(2)
CIF(co). Let /be either an element of F(«>) or one of the infinite generators
gi, i ¡^2. Then we can choose r such that Tgi = g\f and rb = b if 6GF(=o).

Then by (18) we have T\p=\j/T. Now $Tgi=\l/(g\f)=g\hTpf, and Tpgi = T(g\h)

= gihf. Hence \¡/f=f.
If k = 2, then ipgi = gi if ¿è2,

and by interchanging

g2 we have ^gi = gi. Also, since ^f=f

if /GF(=o),

the roles of gi and

we have $ = 1, and hence

G(2)ÇG'(2). Since N'(2) =JV(2), it follows that G(2) =G'(2).
If k = 1 then we have \pf=f

for all/GF(°o),

ipgi = gih. Now if ra = a and rgi=gi,
girh

= r(gih)

and we need only determine

then

= Tipg! = lprgx = ^gi = gi/?.

Thus Th = h for all r for which ra = a, rgi = gi. Since h2 = e this is possible

if

and only if h = a", where g=0 or q = u/2. By (4), h = a"GG'(2). If q = u/2
then «GG'(2) and hence w>2. Thus g is even. If &GG(2) let i/'i, be the automorphism

(19)

such that

^bgl = glb",

and

**/ = /

if /GF(oo).

Now (a, i/í) and its conjugates generate G'(2). It follows that G'(2) consists of
the elements (b, \pb), &GG(2). In this case G'(2) is isomorphic to G(2).
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Finally suppose k —0. By (18) we see that T\j/a=\pa
ra = a. This can be true only if \pa is a power of a, say
(20)

Now we know that

(ipa/a)2 = e or a2(r_1) =e.

If u = 2, then of necessity

Hence r = l here also. Thus

(21)

for all r for which

ipa = ar,

r = l+«/2.

r=l.

385

1 ^ r < u.

It follows

that

either

c = l or

If m = 4 then e*¿(a, ^)2=a1+r.

we have:

If u ^ 4, then r = 1.

If m > 4, then r = 1 or r = 1 + «/2.

Now if ra = a! and rß = ß, then T\pß=\prß=\pß.
Therefore \pß = asßR for suitable
s and 72, where we can suppose 0^s<u.
If f = aulv or iîfEF2
we can choose

r such that ra = a, rj3=/3/. Then by (18), ^t = t¡/. Now \f/Tß=\p(ßf) = asßR\pf,
and 7ipß = T(a°ßR) = a°ßRfR. Thus

(22)

*/ = /*.

Now/=a,i/*'giveso!n''1'
= aB!'/\ whence r = 72( mod v). Thus we have ßr=ßR and
without loss of generality we can suppose that R = r. Now (\pß/ß)2 —e and
hence

(23)

a2s2/3<r_1)=e, which

yields

a2s = e. Hence

we have

yf/ß= a*ßr, where s = 0 or s = u/2.

Also from (22) if fEF2, then^/=/r.
Now if i>= w we can interchange
of C2 and C3 to obtain \pß=ßr, or s = 0.

(24)

the roles

If v = w, then í = 0.

Now choose r such that ra = aß, rß =ß. Then r_1a = a//3 and (1) gives cap (aß)
= aßnp(a/ß)
or
al+r+sflr

Since a23 = e we have/3r=/31-8

(25)

=

Qrl+r-ifll-s^

or ß*-1 = ß~* = ß". Therefore

if « = », then s = f — 1.

Since u^v^w,
it follows from (24) and (25) that if u = w, then s = 0 and
r —l. U u>w and iifEF2,
then i//=/r=/
Hence in any case

(26)

if/GFg,

then */ = /'=/.

By (10) and (12), G = G(2)X7"(2) and every element of 7\2) has odd order.
Hence

(27)

if/G 7(2), thentf/ = /.

We note that r and s determine i/" completely. We have four possibilities:
(i) r = \, s = 0. This is possible for all values of u, v, and w.

(ii) r = l, s —u/2. By (24) and (25) this is possible only if u>v>w.
(iii) r = l+«/2, s = 0. By (21) and (25) we have u>v, u>4.
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(iv)
In other
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

r = l+w/2,
words:
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s = u/2. By (21) and (24) we have u>4, v>w.

Ifw = D= w;M=flg4;orifMi£4

and v = w; then r = 1, s = 0.

If m= 4, i>= 2, w=l; r = l, and 5 = 0 or s = u/2.
If w>z; = w and w>4; then 5 = 0, and r=l or r = l-\-u/2.
If «=z»>w and w>4; then r = l and 5 = 0, or r = l+w/2 and s = u/2.

(E) If u>v>w
and m>4; then r— 1 or r = l+w/2, and 5 = 0 or s = u/2.
Now if/GFi
we can choose c5G^4 such that <pa = af, and <bg= g if gGFi or if
gGF(2). Then G'(2) contains (e, c&)(a, i/0 (e, c»"1. Therefore G'(2) also contains

(e, *)(«, t)-\€,

If/GF2 then ^=^0
/ = /3 and w=#0-^-x.

*)(«, Me, <j>)~l(e,*)"> = (/, ^^V"1)-

and hence/GG'(2).
Therefore F2ÇG'(2). Now put
Then (p\ w)GG'(2) and
wa = a1+»0«,

(28)

co/3 = /31+s,

cog= ^ if gEFi

orifgGF(2).

On the other hand, let G(2, r, 5) be the group generated

by (a, \p), (ß, to),

and the elements of F2, where ip and u are defined by (20), (23), (26), (27),
and (28). Then if k = 0, G'(2) is one of the groups G(2, r, s), where the possible
values of r and 5 are given by (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E). We note that this
holds whether or not u = l. H u = 4,v = 2, and w = 1, then Case 11 leads to one

additional possibility.
Case II. aul2 = e, au/2 = F Here we have « = 2m = 4, v = 2, and w = 1. Further-

more N'(2) = N(2) =4. The four elements (17) are the only elements of G'(2)
of order 4.
Suppose ¿2:1 and put h = ag\/g\. Then h2 = e and (15) gives us Th = h for
all tG^4. Furthermore

Pgi = Éaf-'gi = |agi = £(giA) = gxh = <rgi.
Choose t so that rf=f
if /GF(00)
and rgi = gia. Then (e, r)~1(a, a)(e, r)
= (a, t~1<tt) is an element of G'(2) of order 4. Hence t_1ot is either a or p.

Therefore
gih = T-^rgi

= T-V(gia)

= T-^giÂac2)

= gxhc2,

which is a contradiction.
Therefore k = 0, and G is a finite group in this case.
The four elements (17) generate a group of order 8 isomorphic to G(2).
This group must be G'(2). Moreover (a, a) and (e, op) are a set of independent
generators of this group. Furthermore
a2 = c2 and ß must be either a or ac2.
Therefore G'(2) contains the elements (ß, a) and (ß, p). Also <rß=pß=ßc2
= ßa2. Let \p be the automorphism
such that

(29)

V« = «, W = /Sa2, and 4>f= f if / G F(2).
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Then\p = o- orip—p. Hence (ß,yp)EG'(2).

Now if we put u = ap, then

(30)

co/= /if/G

cog= g3 if gGG(2),

Then we see that

387

7(2).

(ß, \p) and (e, a) are a set of independent

generators

of

G'(2).
On the other hand if w = 4, v = 2, and w=i,

let ip and w be defined by

(29) and (30). Then let G(2) be the group generated

by (a, \p) and (e, w).

We see that if Case II holds, then p = 2, k = 0, and G'(2) = G(2). Thus in all
cases we have:

Lemma 7. G'(2) is isomorphic to G(2).
7. The groups G(°o) and G'(°o). We shall now study the group G'(°o).
We let k and k' be the number of independent generators of G( =°) and G'( <»)
respectively.
If k = 0, then G is a finite group, 77 is a finite group, and hence

Ç' is a finite group. Thus when k = 0, it follows that k' = 0, and G'( °° ) = G( °° )
since both groups consist of the identity alone. We now suppose that k>0.
Then clearly k'>0. Let (a, a) be an element of Ç' of infinite order. Then
either a or a has infinite order. If a has infinite order then, by (4), a2 is an
element of Ç' of infinite order. If a has infinite order, then there exists an
element 6GG such that aô/6 has infinite order. By (4), ab/bEÇ'■
In either
case G(~\Ç' contains an element g of infinite order. Let Q be the common
maximal order of the elements of F(<x>) and F'(<*>). Then geGG(»)nG'(t»).
Now gQ and its conjugates
form a subgroup
of G(w) with k independent
generators.
This subgroup is also a subgroup of G'(°°). Hence k'^k.
By
symmetry
k^k', and hence k' = k. Therefore G'(°o) is isomorphic to G(°o).
This result, combined with Lemmas 5 and 7, proves the following:

Theorem
I. If G and G' are finitely generated abelian groups, each isomorphic to an invariant subgroup of the holomorph of the other, then G is iso-

morphic to G'.
Corollary.
If G and G' are finitely generated abelian groups with isomorphic
holomorphs, then G and G' are isomorphic.

8. Multiple holomorphs. Let 77 and 77* be the holomorphs of the groups
G and G* respectively. Suppose that 77 and 77* are isomorphic and that t\' is
an isomorphism of 77* onto 77. Put G' = r¡'G*, the image of G* under the isomorphism r]'. We can regard 77 as the holomorph of G'. Thus 77 is simultaneously the holomorph of G and G'. We call 77 a multiple holomorph (4) of

the groups G and G'.
Now suppose

that 77 is a multiple

holomorph

of the finitely generated

(4) This definition differs from the definition of G. A. Miller [l ]. Miller defined the multiple
holomorph of G as the group obtained from H by adjoining certain elements that
into its conjugates.

transform

G
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abelian groups G and G'. Then by the corollary to Theorem 1, G and G' are
isomorphic. Hence there is an automorphism
-q of H that sends G onto G'.
Furthermore
G' is an invariant
maximal-abelian
subgroup of H isomorphic
to G. We shall now determine all such subgroups of H.
9. Invariant maximal-abelian
subgroups. Let G be any finitely generated
abelian group with holomorph H, and Ç be any invariant
abelian subgroup
of H isomorphic to G. Then by putting G' = Q' = Ç we can apply the results
and notations of the preceding sections.
Suppose first that k = 0. Then Ç"is the product of the groups G'(p). When

^p^theri

G'(p) =G(p). Hence Ç = G'(2)F(2). We put G(r, s)=G(2, r, s)F(2)

and G= G(2)F(2). Then we see that Ç is either G or one of the groups G(r, s).
We note that G is defined only if w = 4, v = 2, and w=l. The possible values of
r and s are given by (A) through (E). It can be easily shown that the groups
G and G(r, s) are invariant maximal-abelian
subgroups of H, under the above
mentioned restrictions.
Now we suppose that k>0. Suppose that Ç contains an element of the
form (e, t). As before we let Q be the common maximal order of the elements
of F(=o) and F'(*>). Then if r has infinite order, (e, r)Q adjoined to G(<x>)
C\G'( «3) gives a subgroup of G'( °° ) with k-\-1 independent
generators.
Hence
t has finite order, and (e, r)GF'(°o).
Now since k>0, Case I holds for p = 2,
and by Lemma 6 we have t = I. We have proved:

Lemma 8. If k>0,

then Ç contains no elements of the form (e, r), t^I.

Let (a, a) be any element of Ç. By (4), (e, <r2)ÇzÇ, and Lemma 8 gives
us cr2= I. Let (a, t) be another element of Ç with the same first component.
Then (7 contains (a, a)~1(a, t) =(e, <j~1t). Therefore a = r by Lemma 8. Thus
we have proved:

Lemma 9. If k>0, (a, cr)ÇiÇ, and (a, t) G Ç, then <t=t and a2 = I.
It follows at once that if (a, a)GÇ"and
g(E.G, then <rg2= g2. Hence (a, a)
commutes with g2. We now impose the further condition on Ç that it be a
maximal-abelian
subgroup of II. Then we see that g2ÇzÇ for all g(E.G. Let

K be the group of all elements of the form g2f, gE:G, f£;F'(x>).
subgroup

of Ç and an invariant

Lemma 10. If k>0,

subgroup

Then K is a

of H.

then K is a proper subgroup of Ç.

Proof. Ç is a maximal-abelian
subgroup
to find an element (g, a) that does not belong
elements of K. Since K does not contain any
it is sufficient to find an element (gi, a) that

of II. Therefore
it is sufficient
to K but that commutes with all
element with first coefficient gi,
commutes with all elements of

K. Now if k^2, then G'(p) =G(p) for all p. Hence F'(») = F(°o), KQG, and
gi is an element

with the desired properties.

If k = l, then G'(p) =G(p)

for all

p¿¿2, and G'(2) consists of the elements (b, \pb), &GG(2), \(/bdefined by (19).
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In this case let v be the automorphism
such that vg = gi+c> if gGG(2), and
vf=f if fEF(2).
Then (gi, v) is an element that commutes with all elements
of K. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.
Let (g, a) be an element of 77 that is not an element of K. We may
suppose that g= IXgïS where each «»•is either 0 or 1. At least one of the »,•
must be 1. Hence there exists arEA
such that rg = gx. Hence (e, t) (g, a)(e, t)_1
— (gi> tot-1) is an element of Ç, but not of K. Without loss of generality let
g=gi. Now if Tgi=gi, then (e, r)(gi, <r)(e, r)-1 = (g1, rar"1) and (gi, a) are
both elements of Ç. Hence, by Lemma 9, we see that
(31)

if

Suppose

k¡í2.

Tgi = gi,

LetfEF(co)

or f=g¡,

then

ra = err.

j^2.

that rgi = gi, rg2=fg2, and to = 6 if 6G7\°°).
Now
T<Tg2 =

T(g2(cg2/g2))

Then there exists a tEA

such

Then by (31) we have to = o-t.

= fg2(<Tg2/g2)

= /<Tg2,

OTg2 = C(fg2) = 0-fog2.

Hencea/=/.

In particular

we see that k^2

implies that a/=/for

allfEF(<x¡).

If ¿2ï3, then Ggj = gj for all j'^2. By interchanging the roles of g2 and g3
we can show that ug2=g2. Thus if k¡±3, then a = 7 and Ç = G.
Let Z be the center of 77. If u=v, then Z consists of e alone. If u>v, then
Z consists of e and où1'2.We note that ZÇIG(2) and that Z contains at most
two elements. Z consists of all elements of G(2) that are left invariant by all
automorphisms
of G(2).
Now suppose that k = 2. Then F'(<x>) = F(<n). Furthermore
a/=/ for all
/GF(oo)
and agi = gi. Put <rg2= g2h. Then h2 = e. Now if rgi = gi and rg2=g2,

then by (31), <TT
= ra and
gih = crg2 = CTg2 = Tagi = r(g2h)

or h=rh.

Therefore

h is left invariant

= g2rh,

by all automorphisms

of G(2). It fol-

lows that hEZ.
Now let z be an arbitrary

ffif = /

element

of Z and define ax and a2 as follows:

if / G7(oo),

o-igi = gi,

o-igj = gjZ

if * ^ j-

Let G(z) be the group generated by (gi, ai), (g2, a2) and the elements of F(<*>).
Then G(z) is an invariant maximal-abelian
subgroup of 77 isomorphic to G.

We see that if k = 2, then Ç=G(z) for suitable zEZ.
Suppose k = l. Then G'(2) consists of the elements

(6, \pb), 6GG(2), \pb

defined by (19). Now (gi, a) (6, \¡/b) = (b, ipb)(gi, a) since G' is commutative
Comparing the first components we get

gio-6 = 6^6gi = gi6
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or ab = bl+" for all ¿>GG(2). If cEG(p),

where p9¿2, then <rc= c. Hence we

need only determine

Then

agi. Put <rg\=gih.

h2 = e. Now by (2) if rgi=gi,

then a-gi=ragi which implies that g\h = T(gxh) or h = rh. Hence hÇ^Z.

On the other hand let z(EZ, and if u ^ 2 let q = 0, if u> 2 let q = 0 or q = u/2.
Let \j/bbe defined by (19) and a by
agi = gi2,

ab = bl+" if 6GG(2),

cc= c if cGG(p),
Let G(g, z) be the group generated

p ^ 2.

by (gi, a); (b, \pb), &GG(2); and the ele-

ments of the groups G(p), py^2. Then G(q, z) is an invariant

maximal-abelian

subgroup of II.

If k = 1, then Ç is of the form G(q, z).
Thus we have determined the invariant maximal-abelian
subgroups of H
isomorphic to G. We see that there are at most four such subgroups.
If G
does not contain any elements of order 2, or if G contains at least three independent generators of infinite order, then G is the only such subgroup.

10. Groups with the same holomorph.
Theorem
2. If H is the holomorph of a finitely generated abelian group G,
and if Ç is an invariant maximal-abelian
subgroup of H isomorphic to G, then

H is also the holomorph of Q.
Proof. Clearly H is the holomorph of Ç if and only if there exists an
automorphism
r¡ of H mapping G onto Ç. We shall construct such an automorphism.
In §9 it was shown that if Q^G,
Ç must be one of the groups
G, G(z), G(q, z), or G(r, s). We suppose first that (^is one of the groups G(z),
G(q, z), or G(r, s). Then we note that every element of G occurs once and
only once as the first component
of an element of Ç. If gÇ^G, let (g, a„) be
the element of Ç with g as its first component. Now if t(EA, then
(e, r)(g, o-„)(e, t)~1 = (rg, to-çT-1) G Ç.

It follows that
(32)

a, g = TO-gT-1.

Let D be the group generated

by the set of all elements

of the form crgh/h,

g,hÇzG. Then it can be verified directly that if dÇ_D, then d2 = e, agd = dior all

gGG, andDQÇ. Put
(33)
ii f = gi, f = a,f = ß,f£.Fi,

vf = (/, a/)
or UfEG(p),p9¿2.

It is clear that (33) determines

an isomorphism r¡ of G onto Ç. For any gGG, let 77g= (g*, t0). Then g-^g* is
a one-to-one mapping of G onto itself and g*/g(E.DQÇ for all gE:G. Hence

(g/g*)(g*. 0 = (g. t„)EÇ.

It follows that Tg=o-0 and r¡g= (g*, o-e). Also if
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dED and if g and h are elements of G, then (gd)* = g*d, d* = d, and <rQh*/h*
= aeh/h. Now
v(gh) = vgyh = (g*, o-B)(h*, <rh) = (g*(T„h*, agch).

Therefore

(gh)* = g*cgh* - g*A*(a.A7A*) = g*h*(o-9h/h).
Hence

(34)

g*A* = (gh)*{o-ah/h) = {**(>.*/*)}*

- («*,*)*■

Now if //G^4, let p.* be the mapping defined by ¡x*g*= (jug)*. Then p.* is a
one-to-one

mapping

of G onto itself. By (32) and (34)

(ßgT(ßh)*

= (flgffßgHh)* = (ßgßCTgh)* = {n(gtTyh)}*

= M*(i*.*)* = ß*(g*h*).
Hence u*EA. It is easily shown that p**=p and that p*v* = (pv)*. Hence the
mapping p-^p* is an automorphism
of A. Now the first component
of

(e, ¡x*)(t]h)(e, p.*)"1 is p*h* = (ph)*. It follows that
(35)

(e, p*)(vh)(e, p*)~l = Vph,

We now define r](g, p.) =r¡g(e, p.*). Clearly
onto itself, sending G onto Ç. Furthermore

tj is a one-to-one
by (35)

mapping

of 77

n(g, p)v(h, v) = r¡g(e, p*)vh(e, v*) = ■ngwK«, M*)(«. "*)

= v(gph)(e, (pe)*) = v{(g, ß)(h, v)}.
Hence 17is an automorphism
of 77.
There remains the case Ç= G. Here m = 4, v = 2, w=\,

(36)

Va=(ß,xP),

vß=(e,o>),

and

vf = f

k = 0. Define

if /G7(2).

Then 77 is an isomorphism
of G onto Ç. We seek to extend 77 to an automorphism of 77. Now A is the direct product of ^4(2) and ^4'(2), where ^4(2)
consists of those automorphisms
leaving every element of 7"(2) fixed, and
A'(2) consists of those automorphisms
leaving every element of G(2) fixed.
Furthermore
^4(2) is generated by \p and an automorphism
f of order 4 such

that fa = aß, f/3=a2/3. It can be verified directly that (36),
v(e, f) = (a, f),

v(e, *) = (aß, *),

and
v(e, r) = (e, r)
determine

proof.

an automorphism

if

r G A'(2)

rj of 77 mapping

G onto Ç. This completes

the
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Corollary.
is an invariant

If H is the holomorph of a finite abelian group G, and if Ç
subgroup of H isomorphic to G, then II is also the holomorph of Ç.

Proof. It has been shown that under these conditions Ç is a maximal
abelian subgroup of H. Hence Theorem 2 applies.
Theorem 2 and the corollary to Theorem 1 give us the following:

Theorem

3. Let G and G' be finitely generated abelian groups and let H be

the holomorph of G. Then H is the holomorph of G' if and only if G' is an invariant maximal-abelian
subgroup of H isomorphic to G. If G is a finite group
then H is the holomorph of G' if and only if G' is an invariant subgroup of H iso-

morphic to G.
When either of the groups G and G' is not abelian the problem appears
to be much more difficult. It is not true that two finite nonabelian groups
with the same holomorph are isomorphic. For example if wè 3, the dihedral
and dicyclic groups of order 4« have the same holomorph.
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